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Storage entirely on your terms
Large or small. Out in the open or hidden. Colourful or toned 
down. You can combine EKET cabinets as you like and need. No 
matter what you’re storing or how much space you have at home, 
you can always find a solution that suits you. And if your needs or 
tastes change? No problem – you can easily change EKET too.

BUYING GUIDE

CARE
Wipe clean with a cloth damp-
ened in a mild cleaner. Wipe dry 
with a clean cloth.

SAFETY
To prevent this furniture from 
tipping over, it must be perma-
nently fixed to the wall using 
the wall attachment fittings 
included in the packaging. 
If the product is to be hung 
on the wall, it must be done 
with the designated suspen-
sion rail (sold separately 
at IKEA). 
Assess the wall to ensure that 
it will withstand the weight. As 
wall materials vary, screws for 
wall fixation are not included. 
For advice on suitable screw 
systems for your wall, contact 
your local specialised dealer. 
Wall fixing/hanging must be 
carried out by a qualified per-
son, since wrong fixation may 
cause injury or damage.
To be completed with EKET 
feet/underframes/legs (sold 
separately at IKEA) if the prod-
uct is to be placed on the floor.
EKET connection fittings (sold 
separately at IKEA) for stacking 
the modules on each other are 
only to be used when building a 
floor-standing combination.

EKET
Storage series
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COMBINATIONS

EKET wall-mounted cabinet combination.
Total size: W105×D35×H70 cm.  
This combination Rp1.135.000

Articles included in this combination: 
Cabinet, 35×25×35 cm 1 pc
Cabinet, 35×35×35 cm 2 pcs
Suspension rail, 35 cm 3 pcs

Colour suggestions for this combination:
White 092.862.82
Light grey/white 392.863.32
Dark grey 792.863.32
Golden brown/dark grey 292.863.56
Red/white 092.863.43
White stained oak effect 192.863.52

EKET wall-mounted cabinet combination.
Total size: W175×D25×H70 cm. 
This combination Rp2.980.000

Articles included in this combination: 
Cabinet, 35×25×35 cm 2pcs
Cabinet with 2 drawers and 2 shelves,
70×25×70 cm

2pcs

Suspension rail, 35 cm 2pcs
Suspension rail, 70 cm 2pcs

Colour suggestions for this combination:
White 391.892.13
White/light grey/dark grey 691.908.99
Dark grey 592.864.06
White/white stained oak effect 692.863.83

You can combine diferent colours and sizes, change the placement of the cabinets as you like and create a solution with its 
own complete look. Here are only some suggestions.

EKET cabinet combination with feet.  
Total size: W70×D25×H72 cm. 
This combination Rp1.485.000

Articles included in this combination
Cabinet with door and 2 shelves, 35×25×70 cm 1 pc
Cabinet, 35×25×35 cm 2 pcs
Foot adjustable, metal, 4-pack 2 pcs
Connection fitting, 12-pack 1 pc

Colour suggestions for this combination:
White 891.891.97
White/light grey 091.907.36
Dark grey 392.864.31
White/light grey/white stained oak effect 392.864.26
Dark grey/ light grey/ golden brown 792.864.29

EKET Cabinet with birch legs.
Total size: W70×D35×H80 cm. 
This combination Rp1.245.000

Articles included in this combination:
Cabinet with 2 doors and 1 shelf, 70×35×70 cm 1 pc
Underframe 70×30×10 cm 1 pc

Colour suggestions for this combination:
White 392.864.74
Dark grey 792.864.72
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ALL PARTS AND PRICES

EKET cabinet, 35×25×35 cm. Max. load 15 kg per 
horizontal surface if placed on the floor. Max. load 5 kg 
per shelf. 

White 303.321.21 Rp295.000

Light grey 903.321.23 Rp295.000

Dark grey 403.345.63 Rp295.000

Golden-brown 303.737.05 Rp295.000

Red 603.737.04 Rp295.000

White stained oak effect 304.288.40 Rp295.000

EKET cabinet, 35×35×35 cm. Max. load 15 kg per 
horizontal surface if placed on the floor. Max. load 5 kg 
per shelf.

White 603.346.04 Rp345.000

Light grey 003.345.98 Rp345.000

Dark grey 303.345.92 Rp345.000

Golden-brown 103.737.11 Rp345.000

Red 303.737.10 Rp345.000

White stained oak effect 004.288.51 Rp345.000

EKET cabinet with door, 35×35×35 cm. Integrated 
push-opener. Max. load 15 kg per horizontal surface if 
placed on the floor. Max. load 5 kg per shelf.

White 503.321.15 Rp445.000

Dark grey 003.737.40 Rp445.000

EKET cabinet with door and 1 shelf, 35×35×70 cm. 
Adjustable shelf. Integrated push-opener. Max. load 
15 kg per horizontal surface if placed on the floor. Max. 
load 7 kg per shelf.

White 703.339.39 Rp745.000

Dark grey 703.737.32 Rp745.000

EKET cabinet with door and 2 shelves, 
35×25×70 cm. Adjustable shelves. Integrated push-
opener. Max. load 15 kg per horizontal surface if 
placed on the floor. Max. load 5 kg per shelf.

White 103.321.17 Rp745.000

Dark grey 303.737.34 Rp745.000

EKET cabinet with 2 doors and 1 shelf, 
70×35×70 cm. Integrated push-opener. Adjustable 
shelf. Max. load 10 kg per horizontal surface if placed 
on the floor. Max. load 10 kg per shelf.

White 803.339.53 Rp1.045.000

Dark grey 103.737.30 Rp1.045.000

EKET cabinet with 4 compartments, 70×35×70 cm. 
Max. load 15 kg per horizontal surface if placed on the 
floor. Max. load 7 kg per shelf.

White 903.339.57 Rp895.000

Light grey 303.339.55 Rp895.000

Dark grey 603.345.43 Rp895.000

Golden-brown 603.737.23 Rp895.000

Red 803.737.22 Rp895.000

White stained oak effect 104.288.55 Rp895.000

EKET cab with 2 doors/2 shelves, 70×25×70 cm. 
Integrated push-opener. Adjustable shelves. Max. load 
10 kg per horizontal surface if placed on the floor. Max.
load 10 kg per shelf.

White 103.346.06 Rp1.045.000

Dark grey 503.737.28 Rp1.045.000

EKET cabinet with 2 drawers, 70×35×35 cm. 
Integrated push-opener. Max. load 10 kg per horizontal 
surface if placed on the floor. Max load per drawer 
3 kg. Max. load 5 kg per drawer.

White 603.339.49 Rp1.695.000

Dark grey 403.737.38 Rp1.695.000

EKET cabinet with 3 drawers. 70×35×70 cm. 
Integrated push-opener. Max. load 10 kg per horizontal 
surface if placed on the floor. Max. load 5 kg per 
drawer. 

White 003.339.71 Rp2.695.000

Dark grey 603.737.42 Rp2.695.000

OPEN STORAGE
If the product is to be hung on the wall, it must be done with the designated 35 cm or 70 cm EKET suspension rail. If the 
product is to be placed on the floor it must be completed with EKET feet/underframe/legs. 

CLOSED STORAGE
If the product is to be hung on the wall, it must be done with the designated 35 cm or 70 cm EKET suspension rail. If the 
product is to be placed on the floor it must be completed with EKET feet/underframe/legs.
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ACCESSORIES

EKET suspension rail. The suspension rail works as 
a reinforcement and makes it both easier and safer to 
mount EKET to the wall.

35 cm 603.400.49 Rp50.000

70 cm 203.400.51 Rp100.000

 

LEGS

EKET underframe, birch. Adjustable feet; stands 
steady also on an uneven floor.

35×25×10 cm 503.346.14 Rp150.000

35×35×10 cm 603.490.02 Rp150.000

70×25×10 cm 703.490.06 Rp200.000

70×35×10 cm 703.346.13 Rp200.000

EKET foot adjustable metal, 4-pack. Adjustable feet; 
stands steady also on an uneven floor.

403.400.45 Rp50.000

EKET connection fitting, 12-pack. You can easily 
create your own cabinet combination and change the 
shape, height and width of it when you like, using EKET 
connection fittings.

203.346.20 Rp50.000

ALL PARTS AND PRICES

BOXES AND INSERTS

PALLRA mini chest/3 drawers, 31×26×31 cm,  
light blue.

004.439.17 Rp299.000

PUDDA basket

28×28×23 cm 103.440.78 Rp179.000

FJÄLLA storage box with lid, 18×26×15 cm. 

White/blue 204.325.45 Rp79.900

TJENA storage box with lid, 18×25×15 cm. This box 
can be used for organising smaller things like cables, 
tape or strings. 

Green dotted 004.340.55 Rp39.900

TJENA storage box with lid, 30×30×30 cm.

White 003.954.26 Rp99.900

Green dotted 804.340.61 Rp99.900

TJENA magazine file, 2-p, 10×25×30 cm.

White 903.954.17 Rp49.900

Black 703.954.75 Rp49.900

KUGGIS storage box with lid, 18×26×8 cm. 

White 302.802.02 Rp79.900

KUGGIS storage box, 30×30×30 cm. 

White 403.949.48 Rp249.000


